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This document contains forward-looking statements concerning Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD) which are made pursuant to the Safe Harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Investors are cautioned

that these forward-looking statements are based on current beliefs, assumptions and expectations as of August 2, 2022. These forward-looking statements involve certain known and unknown risks and uncertainties, many of which

are difficult to predict and generally beyond AMD’s control, that could cause actual results and other future events to differ materially from current expectations. AMD undertakes no intent or obligation to publicly update or revise its

outlook statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except to the extent that disclosure may be required by law. Investors are urged to review in detail the risks and uncertainties in AMD’s Securities

and Exchange Commission filings, including but not limited to AMD’s most recent reports on Forms 10-K and 10-Q.

*See financial tables for full reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP measures: amd.com/Q2-2022-Financial-Tables

We delivered our eighth straight quarter of record revenue based on our strong execution 
and expanded product portfolio. Each of our segments grew significantly year-over-year, 
led by higher sales of our data center and embedded products. We see continued growth 
in the back half of the year highlighted by our next generation 5nm product shipments 
and supported by our diversified business model.
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TOTAL Q2’22 REVENUE
RECORD REVENUE DRIVEN BY GROWTH

ACROSS ALL SEGMENTS

6.6B$
70% Y/Y

Data Center Revenue 1.5B$

Driven by strong sales of EPYC™ data center 
processors 83% Y/Y

Client Revenue 2.2B$

Driven by Ryzen™ mobile processor sales 25% Y/Y

Gaming Revenue 1.7B$

Driven by higher semi-custom product sales, 
partially offset by graphics revenue decline 32% Y/Y

Embedded Revenue 1.3B$

Driven by the inclusion of Xilinx 
embedded revenue 2,228% Y/Y

Gross Margin 46% 2 pp Y/Y 54% 6 pp Y/Y*
Non-GAAP
Gross Margin

Record Non-GAAP
Profitability Cash from Operations 1.04B$ Free Cash Flow 906M$*

AMD unveiled leadership roadmaps 
and an expanded product portfolio 
to deliver its next phase of growth 
across the estimated $300B 
market for high-performance and 
adaptive computing

The AMD-powered Frontier 
supercomputer surpassed the 
exaflop barrier and achieved 
number one spots on the latest 
TOP500, GREEN500 and HPL-AI 
lists

Google Cloud, Oracle Cloud and 
Microsoft Azure announced new 
AMD-powered solutions

Canon selected the Versal™ AI Core 
series to power real-time AI 
processing at the edge for live 
sports broadcasts

RECENT HIGHLIGHTS


